Consumer demand and increasing uptake

- Plug-in Car Grant
- www.goultralow.com
- Tax measures
- Green number plates consultation
- Energy Savings Trust fleet reviews
- Government’s own fleet commitment
Supply and innovation

- Power electronics and motors £80m
- Wireless and on-street £40m
- Vehicle to grid £30m
- Financing for SMEs
- £274m Faraday Battery Challenge
- Hydrogen for Transport - £23m programme
Infrastructure

- Grant funding for home, workplace and on-street chargepoints
- Consultation: new homes to have a chargepoint
- Charging infrastructure investment fund (CIIF)
- Consultation: smart requirement for all chargepoints
Local action

- £50m plug in taxi grant
- £20m for dedicated taxi chargepoints
- £48m awarded for ultra low emission buses
- £40m for eight UK ‘Go Ultra Low’ Cities